
If filing a complaint, submit the following by Thursday, April 18, 2024 at 4:00PM PST:

This Election Complaint Form via Hornet Hub

The required $25 deposit (per filed complaint) to the ASI Government Office in University Union, 3rd Floor, room 3250

ATTENTION: PLEASE SEE SECTION IX AND X
OF THE ASI ELECTIONS CODE BEFORE COMPLETING

**Please note that any eligible student voter may file an Election Complaint

2024 ASI Elections Complaint Form

Submitted By: Christian Hunter, clhunter@csus.edu on 4/17/2024 9:55:25 PM

Christian

Hernendez-Hunter

clhunter@csus.edu

I have witnessed that the ASI Elections Officer participated in campaign interference. On snapchat, I have witnessed the current ASI
Elections officer, Tyler Gardner, rip down a poster that was a poster in support of no-confidence, I am assuming after analyzing the
video. 

On another date, I witnessed another individual, Aaron Gilbert O’Neil, Ms. Andrade-Dominguze’s and Mr. Conejo-Gallegos’s campaign
worker and supporter, aggressively rip down posters from a billboard. I was also informed that multiple students witnessed this, upon
which I have receipts of communications. 

 

This is in direct violation of Section H of the election code: No independent candidate, Presidential Ticket, organization, Interested
Student, or individual shall interfere with the campaign of another candidate. Interference includes, but is not limited to, unauthorized
removal of campaign posters, banners, or other materials, or other disruption of campaign activity. 

If Ms. Andrade-Dominguez & Mr. Conejo-Gallegos believed that the material which was up, which I had the chance to see at some
point, was defamatory or slanderous, they must submit a complaint to the election complaint committee to determine that violation.
However, the candidates decided to take matters into their own hands with great disregard for the rules and the democratic process
instructing their campaign workers and supporters, one of who, to the astonishment of many, was the ASI Elections officer who must
uphold objectivity and unbiased behavior . This is also a very serious violation and most likely changed the path of the election
process. 



Evidence including screenshots, photographs, and receipts of communication. 

Per the ASCSUS election code, violation of Section H, if found to meet the burden of proof, are met with immediate disqualification.
Per the Fair Hearing plan, Section C: Remedies/Burden of Proof, “If the Elections Code specifies a remedy for a specific violation, the
Committee shall only have authority to determine whether a violation has occurred and must impose the remedy stated in the ASI
Elections Code.” In the case of the former, which, again, would be disqualification. 
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